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Photoshop Elements 5 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Packed with tips and tricks for creating dazzling images
    Explore layers, change backgrounds, fix flaws, and artistically enhance photos    

    Photoshop Elements 5 is a powerhouse, and here's the fast and easy way to get up to speed on all the coolest features. Whether you're new to digital...
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JUMP! : Skydiving Made Fun & EasyMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Skydiving can be the thrill of a lifetime, but is “taking the plunge” right for you? Before you invest your hard earned dollars in pricey equipment and expensive lessons, read this book and find out. You’ll get an expert, frank overview of the sport covering everything you need to know BEFORE you go ahead and enroll in a skydiving...
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Stochastic Calculus of Variations for Jump Processes (de Gruyter Studies in Mathematics)De Gruyter, 2013

	This monograph is a concise introduction to the stochastic calculus of variations (also known as Malliavin calculus) for processes with jumps. It is written for researchers and graduate students who are interested in Malliavin calculus for jump processes. In this book processes "with jumps" includes both pure jump processes and...
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Introducing 3ds Max 2008Sybex, 2008
Introducing 3ds Max 2008 breaks down the complexities of 3D modeling, texturing, animating, and visual effects. You'll jump right into the 3ds Max pipeline—from preproduction through postproduction—with clear-cut explanations, tutorials, and hands-on projects to build your skills. A special color insert includes real-world...
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The Photoshop Book for Digital PhotographersNew Riders Publishing, 2003
Some people make their living with a camera, and for these people the maturation of digital photo technology means a significant shift in their trade. The Photoshop Book for Digital Photographers is for people who are already adept with a camera, and pretty much up to speed on the peculiarities of digital photography, too. The book teaches...
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Trading For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2009
Now updated — your guide to trading success regardless of the market!

Want to make smarter trading decisions? This strategy-packed, no-nonsense guide presents a proven system for analyzing stocks, trends, and indicators and setting a buy-and-sell range beforehand to decrease your risk in both up and down markets. You'll discover...
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Understand, Manage, and Prevent Algorithmic Bias: A Guide for Business Users and Data ScientistsApress, 2019

	
		Are algorithms friend or foe?

	
		The human mind is evolutionarily designed to take shortcuts in order to survive. We jump to conclusions because our brains want to keep us safe. A majority of our biases work in our favor, such as when we feel a car speeding in our direction is dangerous and we instantly move, or when we...
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Linux Multimedia HacksO'Reilly, 2005
The fact that Linux has more multimedia application choices than Mac OS X and Windows combined may come as a surprise to many, but not to those who know Linux well.  In Linux Multimedia Hacks, author Kyle Rankin showcases the best available multimedia tools so you can maximize the entertainment...
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The Python Standard Library by Example (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Distributed with every copy of Python, the standard library contains hundreds of modules that provide tools for interacting with the operating system, interpreter, and Internet. All of them are tested and ready to be used to jump start the development of your applications. This book presents selected examples demonstrating how to use the most...
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Mac OS X Version 10.2 Jaguar Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2002
Relax. Learning how to use this latest version of Mac OS X is now a breeze. With this book’s step-by-step instructions, you’ll be navigating the Mac OS X interface and customizing your Mac in no time. Begin with an introduction to Jaguar and instructions for setting up your desktop. By the time you’ve finished the book,...
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Microsoft Access 2013 Plain & SimpleMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Learn the simplest ways to get things done with Microsoft Access 2013

	
		Get the full-color, visual guide that makes learning Microsoft Access 2013 plain and simple! Follow the book’s easy steps and screenshots and clear, concise language to learn the simplest ways to build a database and sort information.

	...
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Trade the Trader: Know Your Competition and Find Your Edge for Profitable TradingFT Press, 2010

	When you trade, you're not just trading companies that deliver goods or services. You're trading against other traders who care about only one thing: taking your money. That's the #1 hard reality of trading - and most traders either don't know it, or don't act as if they do. In this book,...
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